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Surau and rumah gadang are distinctive symbols of West Sumatra. A surau is a religious symbol, and a rumah gadang is a customary symbol. Aside from that, West Sumatra is also recognized for its gastronomic delights. In 2017, CNN International featured rendang, a processed beef dish popular in West Sumatra, in its list of the most delicious dishes in the world.

The Wikisource Loves Manuscripts (WILMA) program, which was implemented in 2023, was successful in preserving manuscript collections in West Sumatra, particularly in Balaigurah, in the Agam Regency. This digitalization effort includes preserving the manuscripts at their current location, Bunayya Kindergarten. One of the collections preserved under this program is the manuscript collection of Sheikh Abdul Laṭīf Shakūr, which is both culturally and historically important.

Wikisource Loves Manuscripts (WILMA) Project

The Pusat Pengkajian Islam dan Masyarakat (PPIM) had led the Wikisource Loves Manuscripts as a pilot project in Indonesia, in conjunction with Wikimedia Indonesia and the community-driven
WikiLontar project, with support from the Wikimedia Foundation. The project focused on preserving manuscripts from three islands; Bali, Java, and Sumatra. Manuscripts from these regions are highly diverse in terms of language, script, writing support, and text content.

The Wikisource Loves Manuscript (WILMA) program in West Sumatra is the third program executed in Indonesia and completed the Wikisource Loves Manuscripts series. WILMA previously digitized manuscripts in Bali and Yogyakarta. The manuscript diversity in West Sumatra differs from the previous two locations as many manuscripts are written in Arabic, Malay, and Minangkabau and they use Jawi and Arabic script and thus highlight their Islamic content. Ilham Nurwansah, Wikimedian in Residence, revealed that the team from West Sumatra spent several days digitizing manuscripts in remote locations, specifically in the Bukit Tinggi area, before conducting a workshop and training for the transcription of these manuscripts. The team then used the Wikisource platform to process the data generated by the digitization and the manuscript photographs were uploaded to Wikimedia Commons and processed at Wikisource. The manuscripts contributed to Wikimedia Commons will be transcribed using Wikisource. Volunteers will type the manuscripts using the script specified in these manuscript. There will also be an introduction about how Wikisource handles non-Latin scripts. In this activity, WILMA collaborated with Surau Intellectual for Conservation (SURI) on digitizing manuscripts in West Sumatra.

**Surau Intellectual for Conservation (SURI) and Creation of Manuscript-Based Works**

Surau Intellectual for Conservation (SURI) was founded in 2014, but became inactive after several of its members completed their management and focused on projects related to their own fields of study. In 2020, SURI was legally recognized as a research institution with a notarial deed, a decree from the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, a tax reporting obligation number, and a letter of domicile. SURI is back in action with renewed passion, namely that it is essential that young people are informed that West Sumatra has a rich manuscript heritage. People were aware of the diversity of manuscripts prior to SURI’s formation, but not everyone really knew about the manuscripts themselves. As a result, SURI’s primary goal is to expose and promote the study of old manuscripts among young people.
SURI is a platform for young people from West Sumatra to develop the production of innovative manuscript-based works. These works involve the production of various batik motifs as well as the conversion of illuminations and illustrations from manuscripts to comics. This is necessary to ensure that the texts are not only read and remembered by those who study them academically—philology—but also by those who work in other sectors such as graphic design, art, and so on in the form of audiovisual pieces, such as cartoons and animations based on manuscripts. The goal is to demonstrate that manuscripts represent the important cultural heritage of the time they were made, both in terms of content and with regard to other features.

Rafi Gusli, also known as Alun, an illustrator at SURI, stated that he was entrusted with creating designs and images based on manuscripts, particularly manuscript illuminations. He collaborated with SURI to create pictures of old manuscripts with distinct and different shapes used for making batik fabrics, scarves, prayer mats (sajadah), and tootebags. They work with various batik houses in West Sumatra, particularly those near the location where the manuscripts are preserved, one of which is in the Pesisir Selatan Regency. One batik house is very close to Rumah Gadang Mande Rubiah, and the illuminations from the Mande Rubiah manuscript collection are extremely beautiful, fascinating, and distinct. It turns out that the illuminations from the Mande Rubiah manuscript collection have their own value and characteristics, and were even
qualified for participation in one of the most prestigious fashion shows in the world, ASC New York Fashion Week, on September 8, 2019.

Safeguarding the Intellectual Heritage of Sheikh Abdul Laṭīf Shakūr

Sheikh Abdul Laṭīf Shakūr is an Islamic scholar or ulama with extensive expertise. He was born on August 15, 1882, and died on June 13, 1963. He possessed significant religious knowledge and competence. He wrote numerous works that have have been passed down to this day and may be found at Balai Gurah, the home of his grandson, who founded the Bunayya Bani Latif Foundation. According to Ahmad Taufik Hidayat, his most significant work, *al-Dā’wah wa al-Irshād ilā Sabīl al-Rasyād*, was discovered among his roughly 50 manuscripts.

![Figure 2. Manuscript-based teaching in the Tarbiyah Al-Hasanah Islamic Boarding School, founded by Sheikh Abdul Laṭīf Shakūr in Agam Regency, West Sumatra.](image)

Sheikh Abdul Laṭīf Shakūr was a productive Islamic scholar whose writings include a variety of subject areas, including Islamic study and cuisine recipes. He discovered Islamic learning in Tafsir, which he composed using numerous interpretation models, such as the interpretation of the words ‘Yā ayyuhā al-ladhīna āmanū’ and ‘Yā ayyuhā al-nās’ which have been thoroughly studied at UIN Imam Bonjol and other universities. Aside from that, he wrote a Hadith in his own hand. He also wrote on Islamic Jurisprudence, or *fiqh*, *uṣul fiqh*, and *mantiq*, or the science of Islamic logic, known as *al-Taṣawwur wa at-Taslim*.
This demonstrates that he was very active creating works for the benefit of the nation and the state, even though they were still limited to the Central Sumatra region.

His works are still being used today. Sheikh Abdul Laṭīf Shakūr’s manuscripts are currently used at the Islamic boarding school he created, “Tarbiyah Al-Hasanah.” This is where he gathered students, both female and male, and adopted the educational approach of using small tables while sitting cross-legged on the floor, which has been practiced since 1918. Interestingly, the papers here allegedly offer information about how to cook various food, such as sambal patai. Here is a short piece from one manuscript: “Sambal Patai, fried shallots, garlic, and pepper that have been sliced into pieces.”

In general, the manuscripts in this collection deal with various topics and include Islamic religious texts on fiqh, tafsir, and prayers. There are also manuscripts that contain the Qur’an and Hadith. The diversity of this collection illustrates the deep connection of the local community with religious traditions and Islamic literacy. Pramono, Head of the West Sumatra WILMA program team, stated that Abdul Laṭīf Shakūr’s whole collection will be published on a global website for further study. There is always more information coming in on scriptoria in West Sumatra that are in poor condition. He hopes that this action will motivate other organizations and raise awareness about the presence of this manuscript treasure, which must be saved. This is important as manuscripts preserve the memories of a nation’s journey and include information about former cultures, particularly how ancient people described their issues. Of course, this knowledge can be applied to solve our problems today and in the future. This program to save and digitize manuscripts may help preserve scientific information, which will open up opportunities to continue the charitable works written by scholars in the past.

Lilis Shofiyanti, The Center for Study of Islam and Society (PPIM), Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic University (UIN) of Jakarta, Indonesia. Email: lilisshofiyanti1@gmail.com.
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